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Personal Growth of the Mission Leader

Personal Growth of the Mission Leader
God's process of developing a leader
The Making of a Leader: Recognizing the Lessons and Stages of Leadership Development by Dr.
J. Robert Clinton
Leadership Development 101 (free resource from Leader Breakthru) God’s process of
developing leaders
A Work of Heart : Understanding How God Shapes Spiritual Leaders by Reggie McNeal
The Calling Journey: Mapping the Stages of a Leader's Life Call by Tony Stoltzfus. “The Calling
Journey” looks at the life of Joseph as a model of how God often prepares and calls leaders, and
tracks the place and value of the valleys in our lives - those times when we think that we are
not making any headway at all in our pursuit of God's call on our lives. At the book's website,
you can chart the history of your own calling using the framework outlined by the book. Very
interesting - and encouraging! Recommended by Ken Guenther.
A book for Germans: Härry; Thomas. Von der Kunst sich selbst zu führen. Recommended by
Christian Bender. He says, “I read this book for a leadership course at the German branch of CIU
in Korntal. Both the course and the book focus on the personal development of a leader. I wish
this book would be available in English … it’s that good.”

SEND's Leadership Development Strategy
See this page.

Books on the importance of learning as a leader
Great Leaders Grow: Becoming a Leader for Life by Ken Blanchard and Mark Miller. Written in
the form of a novel that explains what it means to be a growing leader. The hero of the story is
not actually a leader with a formal leadership position, but rather a new employee, freshly
graduated from college. “My capacity to learn determines my capacity to lead. If I stop learning,
I stop leading.”

Creating an Individual Growth Plan
Why is it important for leaders to have their own individual development plan or growth plan? A
February 2013 blog post by Ken Guenther seeks to answer this question, not just for team leaders,
but for all cross-cultural missionaries.
But what should be included in the IGP of team leaders? The Individual Growth Plan guide for mission
members suggests many categories in which a ﬁeld leader could seek to grow. But few of these
categories are in the area of leadership, and in that guide, no speciﬁc learning activities are given to
help a person develop leadership skills.
To address this question, the SEND Team Leader Growth Plan Guide was developed. Its purpose is to
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provide some direction for team leaders and their supervisors (Area Directors, Ministry Directors, etc)
in choosing learning activities that will develop the leadership capacities of mission leaders. The
Impact ﬁeld leader survey back in 2009 indicated that the majority of SEND ﬁeld leaders did not
believe that SEND had a process to help them become a more eﬀective cross-cultural leader. SEND U
has sought to rectify that situation by creating this guide and its accompanying self-assessment and
IGP (Individual Growth Plan) template. Our desire is that each team leader would have a needs-based
plan for his or her ongoing growth as a team leader and missionary and that this plan would result in
stronger teams that would more eﬀectively mobilize, engage and establish reproducing churches.
This growth plan guide is based on the SEND Team Leader Proﬁle and seeks to develop the character
qualities and skills that have been identiﬁed by SEND as important for a team leader. None of us have
fully acquired these qualities and skills and so we are in a life-long learning journey. This guide
provides a map for that journey for SEND team leaders, listing many diﬀerent learning activities for
each of the major categories of the Team Leader Proﬁle. At ﬁrst glance, it may seem overwhelming,
but it is not a “required curriculum.” No team leader is expected to complete all the activities listed
on the guide, even over a lifetime of service. Rather the guide should be viewed as more of a catalog
of good choices.
In November of each year, SEND recommends that each team leader complete the self-assessment
included in the Team Leader Growth Plan Guide. This self-assessment is based on the Team Leader
Proﬁle and helps the leader identify their level of conﬁdence and competence in a number of areas
that SEND believes are important for team leaders. This self-assessment should also include a
personal review of their job description and some reﬂection upon any ministry skills that they would
like to develop over the next year. Then in December or January, each team leader will create their
Individual Growth Plan (with input from their supervisor). This meeting could happen as part of the
quarterly Rekindle meetings that team leaders have with their supervisors. A template for creating
the IGP can be found at the end of the SEND Team Leader Growth Plan Guide.
SEND U is recommending that team leaders aim to give 10% of their work time (the equivalent of half
a day a week) to growth and development of themselves as a leader and missionary. This is not time
spent in preparing sermons, but rather learning devoted speciﬁcally to the personal growth of the
team leader.

Training events and courses for mission team leaders
See this wiki page: Training Opportunities for Mission Leaders
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